


Marrakech and the Atlas 
Mountains, Morocco
Marrakech is a feast for the senses,  

where beguiling colours and scents envelop 

you. Start your Moroccan adventure by 

checking into El Fenn, the Pink City’s most 

iconic boutique hotel. Filled with exquisite 

spaces in a bold palette of yellow, pink and 

turquoise, its beautifully crafted bedrooms 

are matched only by the buzzing rooftop – 

with its pool and bar – which draws a stylish 

local crowd. From here, leave the hustle 

and bustle behind as you wind your way 

up to the foothills of the Atlas Mountains 

where you’ll find Kasbah Bab Ourika, one 

of life's true interpretations of an oasis. 

Stay in one of its new garden suites (ask 

for Room 30) and spend your days drifting 

between the dreamy poolside (framed by 

views of snowcapped mountains), rosé-

fuelled lunches under the pergola and 

the incredible beauty of the grounds and 

vegetable gardens. Utter heaven.

el-fenn.com 
kasbahbabourika.com

Merinid Rug 

 240x305cm £1,595

Winter 
Warmers 
From the mountains to cities via the  

beach, Kate Lough picks three of the best 

destinations to visit this autumn and winter

 El Fenn, Marrakech
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Tel Aviv, Israel
Autumn is the perfect time to visit Tel Aviv: 

hot enough for beach days, but cool enough 

to explore the city’s cultural delights too.  

Bed down at the new Villa Brown Tel Aviv, 

which sits just steps from the beach in 

a revived 1980s building whose interior 

renovation was inspired by Italian holiday 

homes on the Mediterranean coast. By day, 

marvel at its Bauhaus architecture, stroll 

down one of the oldest and most renowned 

streets, Rothschild Boulevard, scour the flea 

market in Jaffa – the old town, where Soho 

House has opened a new outpost – and stop 

in at one of the city's many contemporary 

galleries, including The Noga. As night falls, 

Tel Aviv fizzes with energy, with endless 

watering holes and buzzy restaurants – Brut 

Bar and HaBasta should be high on your list.

brownhotels.com 
Set of Four Zellige Espresso Cups 

Orange/Grey £45

San Sebastian, Spain
Now more than ever, design-conscious foodies should 

have San Sebastian on their radar, due to the reopening 

of the stylish Villa Soro. A former 19th-century family 

home, surrounded by gardens and containing cosy fires 

for the colder months, it's a unique place to stay in the 

Basque region – the culinary capital of Spain. Spend your 

days soaking up cultural hotspots such as Museo Chillida 

Leku and Manterola Gallery, before evenings dedicated 

to hopping around the city’s famed pintxos bars. If the 

weather allows it, cycle to the northwest of the city to La 

Concha beach, and stop in at the botanical gardens and 

Sagardoetxea, the Basque Cider Museum. San Sebastian 

is densely populated with Michelin-starred restaurants; 

book a table at famed Spanish chef Dani López’s Kokotxa, 

an unpretentious option that takes its name from a 

delicious regional dish: a fish-head stew.

hotelvillasoro.com
Thurstaton  

Decorative Ornament  

on Stand  £95
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Villa Brown, Tel Aviv

Villa Soro, San Sebastian
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